Cocaine Hydrochloride Structure in Solution Revealed by Three Chiroptical Methods.
Structure and flexibility of natural compounds determine their biological activity. In the present study, electronic circular dichroism (ECD), vibrational circular dichroism (VCD), and Raman optical activity (ROA) spectra of cocaine hydrochloride in aqueous solutions were measured and related to the structure with the aid of density functional theory (DFT) computations. Additional measurements in deuterated environment made assignment of vibrational bands easier. The results suggest that the prevalent cocaine conformation in solution differs from that adopted in hydrochloride crystal. The spectroscopic results and computational analysis are consistent with X-ray structures of known cocaine-receptor complexes, in which the compound adopts a variety of conformations. All three kinds of chiroptical spectra exhibited significantly greater conformational sensitivity than unpolarized absorption or Raman scattering. The ROA technique provided the largest number of well-resolved bands, bearing rich structural information.